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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Objectives

The objective of this two-year study is to simulate detection and location capability of
seismic networks including regional stations and arrays in and around the Soviet
Union. Three specific research tasks are:

(1) Enhance and validate the extended version of the Seismic Network Assessment
Program for Detection [SNAPID, Ciervo et al., 1985] called SNAP/DX [Brau et
al., 1987a] to accurately represent the treaty monitoring capability of seismic net-
works including regional stations and arrays.

(2) Normalize SNAPIDX to the observed performance of existing stations and
expected conditions in and around the Soviet Union.

(3) Apply the normalized simulation methods to assess the treaty monitoring capabil-
ity of existing and proposed seismic networks.

1.2 Current Status

The effort during the first year of this project was divided among SNAP/DX enhance-
ment and SNAPIDX normalization. "The first semi-annual report described the normali-
zation results obtained during the firsi six months of the project [Sereno, 1989]. This
included two studies: (1) a theoretical study of the sensitivity of Pn geometric spread-
ing to the velocity gradient in the upper mantle, and (2) an empirical study of the
attenuation of Pn and Lg phases recorded in eastern Kazakhstan. We have continued
to work on the normalization since this first report, but the more recent work has been
primarily in assembling a data base of regional events recorded by the NORESS and
ARCESS arrays in Norway. We have processed data from nearly 100 events recorded
by the two arrays. This processing includes interactive picking of regional phases, cal-
culation of Fourier signal and noise spectra, and the determination of phase velocity,
azimuth, amplitude, and dominant frequency. These signal spectra will be inverted for
source and attenuation parameters near the beginning of the second year of the con-
tract, and these results (along with the rest of the normalization results) will be
included in the third semi-annual report for this project.

This annual report describes our enhancements to the SNAPIDX computer program.
The most important of these enhancements is the introduction of frequency dependence
into the estimates for the source, station noise (for primary and secondary phases),
attenuation, and array gain. SNAPID and SNAPIDX calculate detection and location
capability at fixed frequency. This is adequate to represent the capability of telese-
ismic networks because the dominant signal frequency is only weakly dependent on
distance. However, at regional distances the frequency of the maximum signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) may be strongly distance-dependent. Therefore, the detection capa-
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bilities at individual stations in the network must be evaluated at a frequency that

depends on epicentral distance.

1.3 Outline of the Report

This report is divided into five sections including this introduction. Section 2 is an
overview of our new netwozk simulation computer program, NetSim. We start with a
brief introduction that describes the relationship between NetSim and other computer
programs that have previously been used to assess the capability of seismic networks
to monitor underground nuclear explosion testing. Next, we give functional descrip-
tions of the NetSim detection and location modules. Section 3 summarizes the NetSim
input and output data and graphics (Appendix A gives a detailed listing and description
of each input and output parameter). Section 4 gives sample NetSim runs for
frequency-dependent and frequency-independent input. Section 5 sammarizes the main
conclusions.
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2. NETSIM OVERVIEW

2.1 Introduction

NetSim is a computer program to simulate the detection and location capability of
seismic networks including regional stations and arrays. The main advantage of Net-
Sim compared to similar computer programs is the incorporation of frequency depen-
dence in the estimates for the source, station noise, attenuation, and array gain. Com-
puter programs that simulate network performance at fixed frequency include NET-
WORTH [Wirth, 1977], SNAPID [Ciervo et al., 1985], and an extended version of
SNAPID called SNAP/DX [Bratt et al., 1987a]. SNAPID allows specification of mul-
tiwave detection criteria; a feature that is not available in its predecessor, NE7WORTH.
SNAP/DX uses the same detection module as SNAPID, but it has a new location
module. This new module is based on the TTAZLOC location program of Bratt and
Bache [1988], and uses estimates of both arrival time and azimuth standard deviation
to estimate the location uncertainty. SNAPIDX offers two approaches for approximat-
ing the effect of undetected phases on the location uncertainties; the probability-
weighted approach used in SNAPID, and a Monte Carlo approach that mimics the way
location uncertainties vary in practice. NetSim uses the enhanced SNAP/DX location
module combined with an enhanced detection module that incorporates frequency
dependence in the propagation and noise characteristics. It also includes a new
representation of noise levels for secondary phases that is based on the coda of previ-
ous arrivals.

2.2 Detection Module

The detection module calculates the signal and noise amplitudes for each wave, station,
and epicenter. These amplitudes are used to determine the probability of detection at
individual stations. The individual station probabilities are combined to determine the
probability of detection for the network. The NetSim detection algorithm is essentially
the same as that of SNAPID and SNAP/DX. However, there are two main exceptions.
First, the signal and noise amplitudes at individual stations are calculated as a function
of frequency. Second, the noise for secondary phases depends on the amplitude spec-
trum of previous arrivals and the coda decay rate. Therefore, the noise for secondary
phases depends on event magnitude and epicentral distance.

The NetSim detection module has two options. It can calculate the detection threshold
of the network at a fixed confidence level (these thresholds are determined by varying
the event size until the detection probability of the network equals the desired
confidence level), or it can calculate the probability that the network will detect an
event of fixed size. In either case, the calculations are performed for each epicenter in
a grid specified by the user. The results are displayed on a map, either as contours of
event size (for fixed confidence level), or as contours of detection probability (for fixed
event size).

3! -t
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The first step in the detection module is to calculate the probability of detection at
individual stations. Assuming that both signal and noise are log normally distributed,
the probability that wave k will be detected at station i from an event at epicenter j is:

R- [log Sk - log Nig - log SNR (2.2.1)
"(ftO i y + 4 #0) In. .1

where,
x

O(x)= e -v2dy (2.2.2)

and,

Ri = reliability of station i (the fraction of time that
station i is operational).

S#t = signal amplitude for wave k at station i from
epicenter j.

Nijk = noise amplitude for wave k at station i from
epicenter j.

SNR, = signal-to-noise ratio necessary for detection of
wave k at station i.

Osyk = standard deviation of log signal amplitude for
wave k at station i from epicenter j.

aN = standard deviation of log noise amplitude for
wave k at station i from epicenter j.

The signal and noise amplitudes at individual stations are calculated at frequencies
selected by the user. The individual station probabilities in (2.2.1) are evaluated at the
frequency that maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio, and this frequency is generally a
function of distance. The individual station probabilities are combined to determine
the probability of detection for the network. This calculation is the same as the
SNAPID implementation which has already been described in detail by Ciervo et al.
[1985]. The calculation of the signal and noise amplitudes and standard deviations are
described in the following two sections.

2.2.1 Signal

The signal amplitudes at individual stations S* are calculated using one of two equa-
tions depending on whether the fth epicenter is at a regional or teleseismic distance
from the ith station (the crossover distance is selected by the user). For regional dis-
tances:

"log So) = log Cjt + sAQM) + BA(Ay. f) + SRAWf) + stacora (2.2.3)

where Cqk is a constant that depends on the physical properties of the source and

I
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receiver media, siq) is the log source spectrum for the kth wave, Bk(Ajp,) is the
attenuation of the Ioh wave as a function of epicentral distance Aij and frequency f, and
SR.,f) is a combination of the local site response and array gain as a function of fre-
quency for the kth wave observed at the ith station. Each of these terms are described
in more detail below. The last term in (2.2.3), stacor&, is an amplitude station correc-
tion for the kth wave at the ith station.

The constant Ceik is expressed as [e.g., AVi and Richards, 1980]:

Cik=4 (Pi P, v r2 (2.2.4)

where pj and pi are the densities of the source and receiver media, respectively. Simi-
larly, vjk and vk are the seismic velocities of the kth wave at source and receiver,
respectively. The velocity and density at the jth epicenter are determined from a
source medium geographical grid, and the velocity and density of the ith station are
determined from a list of station parameters. The factor of 109 in (2.2.4) converts
amplitudes from meters to nanometers.

The source spectrum is represented as a product of a wave-independent moment spec-
trum Mo{ff) and a wave-dependent excitation factor, rt. Specifically, the log source
spectrum is expressed as:

Sjk(I) = log Kk + log MO/I) (2.2.5)

Both lck and Moj depend on the source medium (for example, different source spectra
are used for explosions in salt, granite, or tuft). The factor lCk represents the relative
source excitztion of different wave types (e.g., typical values for explosions are 1.0 for
P phases and 0.3 for S phases).

The Bk(Aij, 1) arn frequency-dependent amplitude versus distance curves. Separate
curves are tabulated for each wave and for each propagation medium (e.g., stable or
tectonic). A propagation grid identifies the geographical locations of these different
propagation media. The effective attenuation for each wave used in (2.2.3) is a linear
combination of the separate Bt(A?, J) for each propagation medium between the jth epi-
center and the ith station. The path weights applied to the separate attenuation curves
are calculated from the relative portion of the great circle path in each propagation
medium [Ciervo et al., 1985].

The local site response spectrum SR'ff) includes effects such as free surface
amplification, instrument response, and array gain. Since the signal-to-noise ratio is
used to determine detection probabilities at individual stations, the actual instrument
response spectrum is not needed. Instead, the instrument response portion of SR~AQ) is
set to zero for frequencies included in the instrument passband, and it is set to a large
negative number for frequencies outside the instrument passband. This is useful for

5
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representing the capability of networks that include both broad band and narrow band
stations. It is also important to represent the capability of networks that include both
single stations and regional arrays. For single stations, the array gain portion of SR.q)
is set to zero for all frequencies. However, since beamforming can be very effective
in suppressing uncorrelated noise [e.g., Kvearna, 1989], the array gain portion of SR&1ff)
will generally be greater than zero fox array stations. For example, if beamforming
results in Q'N noise suppression, and if the signal is perfectly coherent across the array,
then SR.,J) = 1/2 log N. Since signal coherence (and the number of aray elements
used in beamforming) generally decrease with increasing frequency, SROjJ is expected
to decrease with frequency for array stations.

The signal amplitude at teleseismic distances has a slightly different representation
than the signal amplitude at regional distances (2.2.3). For teleseismic distances the
signal amplitude is expressed as:

log S510f) = log Cqk + sijtJ) + Bk "R (Ag J) + SR'A&) + stacork + Scorjk + Rcort (2.2.6)

There are two main differences between this representation and the corresponding rela-
tion for regional distances. First, the path-weighted amplitude versus distance curve in
(2.2.3) is replaced with a reference amplitude versus distance curve Bk REF (A.ipJ) that is
used for all source-receiver paths. This assumes that strong lateral variations in the
earth are confined to shallow structure, so that teleseismic waves (which propagate at
greater depth) travel primarily in a laterally homogeneous medium. The second
difference is that the teleseismic representation includes source and receiver amplitude
correction factors (Scorjk and Rcor.) that depend on the propagation medium of the jth
epicenter and ith station. These factors are used to model the effects of near-source
and near-receiver geology that can, for example, introduce a magnitude bias between
two receiver or source sites.

Th~e variance of the log signal amplitude for each wave is the sum of the variance of
the amplitude versus distance relation aA and the station-specific log amplitude vari-

ance o. That is,

OjS2k = (;,2 + (2.2.7)

For regional distances, the variance of the amplitude-distance relation is a linear com-
bination of the variances for the individual propagation media. The weights are deter-
mined from the portion of the great circle path between source and receiver in each
propagation medium.

6



222I Noise

The noise spectrum for each wave and station is expressed as- a sum of the ambient
noise spectrum and (for secondary phases) a signal-generated noise spectrum which
includes the coda of the previous arrival. 'This signal-generated noise spectrum
depends both on event size and epicentral distance. The noise power spectral density
for each wave, station, and epicenter is expressed as:

PSD(jk) = PSDaj) + PSDsfjj) (2.2.8)

where PSDaof is the power spectral density of the ambient noise at the ith station, and
PSDsj(f) is the power spectral density of the signal-generated noise for the kth wave at
the ith station from the jth epicenter.

The frequency content of the signal-generated noise for secondary phases is expected
to be much different from the frequency content of the ambient noise, and similar to
the frequency content of the previous arrival. Also, the amplitude of the noise for

*, secondary phases depends on the amplitude of the previous arrival and on the coda
decay rate. The simplest assumption consistent with these dependencies is that the
signal-generated noise spectrum for secondary phases is equal to the signal spectrum of
the previous arrival multiplied by a scaling factor that depends on distance (or,
equivalently, on the time separation between the secondary phase and the previous
arrival). This is the assumption used by NetSim to determine noise levels for secon-
dary phases. The power spectral density of the signal-generated noise is calculated
from the amplitude spectrum of the previous arrival S.k-s) using:

PSDsi$f) = [yk(Aij) Sij(k.1)] 2  (2.2.9)
T(k_1)

where yk(Aqj) is the coda decay rate, and T(k-.) is the time window length used to calcu-
late the signal spectrum of the previous arrival. This parameterization assumes that the
coda decay rate does not depend on frequency. A more complicated model that
includes frequency dependence in y'k could also be adopted if it is found that this is
important for simulating the capability to detect regional secondary phases.

It is straight forward to calculate the noise amplitude spectrum from the noise power
spectral density. The relationship is:

iNjf = iTjPSDif])'r (2.2.10)

where PSDiAf() is calculated using (2.2.8) and (2.2.9), and Tk is the time window length
used to calculate the signal spectrum for the kth wave. The noise spectrum in (2.2.10)
is used in (2.2.1) to calculate the probability of detection at individual stations.

The standard deviation of the log noise amplitudeis a function of the standard devia-

tion of the log ambient noise at each station, and (for secondary phases) the standard
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deviation of the log signal amplitude of the previous wave. Assuming that signal and
noise are log normally distributed, the standard deviation of the log noise for the Iah
wave at the ith station from an event at the jth epicenter is:

(PSD a Y 0 2  U21) 2

PSDak•f) + PSDs9) (2.2.11)

where oNai is the standard deviation of the log ambient noise amplitude at the ith sta-
tion, and asU*t-1) is the standard deviation of the log signal amplitude of the previous
wave. Note that as the signal-generated noise approaches zero, the standard deviation
of the log noise for the kth wave approaches the standard deviation of the log ambient
noise.

2.3 Location Module

NerSim estimates location capability by computing the dimensions of the hypocentral
confidence ellipsoid for each epicenter in the grid. The location uncertainty can be
calculated at fixed event size, or at the detection threshold of the network. In the latter
case, the detection module is used to calculate the detection threshold for each epi-
center before activating the location module. This section gives a brief description of
the calculations performed by the NetSim location module. More details are given by
Bran et al. [1987a] and Brat and Bache [1988]. Section 2.3.1 describes the
probability-weighted location uncertainties (the method used by SNAPID) and Section
2.3.2 describes the Monte Carlo approach for estimating location uncertainties.

The location confidence bounds depend on the distribution of the detecting stations, the
presumed earth structure, and a priori estimates of the data variance. Effects of net-
work geometry and earth structure are reflected in the matrix of partial derivatives of
the data with respect to the hypocentral coordinates and origin time [Bratt et al.,
1987a]. Traditionally, data have been phase arrival times. However, azimuth data
from arrays or three-component stations can also provide significant constraint on loca-
tion solutions. In fact, under conditions where few data are available they permit
event locations not possible using arrival-time data alone.

The NetSim location algorithm computes location uncertainties using both arrival time
and azimuth partial derivatives for any seismic phase [Brat et al., 1987a]. If the data
variances are assumed to be known a priori (an assumption required for network simu-
lation), then the points x, on the p percent confidence ellipsoid for the solution x are
obtained from

(X,-x)r V1 (Xe-X) = X[M] (2.3.1)

where 42 [M] is the p percent chi-squared statistic with M degrees of freedom (M is the
number of hypocentral parameters) and V•, is an estimate for the parameter covariance
matýii [e.g., Jordan andSverdrup, 1981; Bratn and Bache, 1988]. The arrival time

8
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and azimuth variances for each wave are a sum of the station-specific variances and
the variances that depend on the propagation media between the source and receiver.
The path weights are determined from the relative fraction of the great circle path in
each medium.

In the simulations the individual stations have some probability (-<100%) of detecting
an event, but in practice a phase is either detected and used in the location solution or
it is not detected and cannot be used to constrain location. NetSim offers two ways in
which the probability of detecting a given phase can be used to estimate location
uncertainties. One of these ways is by weighting the standard deviation of each datum
by the square root of the probability of detection [Ciervo et al., 1985]. Another way is
to compute a large number of confidence ellipses at each epicentcr, using subsets of all
detections selected in a random or Monte Carlo fashion based on the probability of
detection [Brat et al., 1987a]. These two methods are described in more detail in the
following subsections.

23.1 Probability Weighting

In the probability-weighted approach, the effect of undetected phases is approximated
by assuming that every phase is detected and produces data whose standard error is
increased by a factor that depends on the probability of detection [Ciervo et aL., 1985].
The standard deviation of each datum o is divided by the square root of the probability
Pik that the station in question will detect that phase. The effective standard deviations
(c/PVP*) are increased for phases with low probability of detection, and therefore these
phases do not contribute much to constraining the event hypocenter.

The probability-weighted approach for computing average confidence bounds is most
accurate when the parameters of the error ellipse are not very sensitive to the exclusion
of an individual datum [Ciervo et al., 1985]. However, when few data are available to
locate an event (e.g., for most events near the detection threshold), each datum is very
importamn Thus, the accuracy of the probability-weighted location uncertainties
degrades with decreasing event size. Brat et al. [1987a] show that the probability-
weighted approach increasingly underestimates the Monte Carlo uncertainties as the
event size decreases, which suggests that this method does not adequately degrade the
contribution of data with low detection probabilities.

232 Monte Carlo

The Monte Carlo approach does not-assume tha, every phase is detected. Instead, a
large number of confidence ellipses are calculated at each epicenter, and each realiza-
tion include% data from a subset of all phases. The subset is determined by comparing
the probabihlty of detection at each station to a uniformly distributed random number
between 0 anl 1. If the probability of detection is greater than the random number,
then the phase is included in the locaticn confidence calculation. Otherwise, the phase
is not detected and cannot be used to constrain location. From these realizations,
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statistics such as the median and 90th percentile confidence-bounds can be determined.This approach mimics the process by which average confidence ellipses would beobtained from many located events in-a region, but it is more computationally inten-
sive than the probability-weighted approach.
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3. NETSIM INPUT/OUrPUT

This section gives a brief description of the NetSim input and output data, and the
graphics capabilities. Appendix A lists the contents of each input and output data file
and gives a more detailed description of each of the parameters.

Figure 3.1 is a schematic top-level data flow diagram for NetSim. The input data are
organized into-five categories:

(1) Control Data

(2) Source Data

(3) Propagation Data

(4) Site/Station Data

(5) Noise Data

The data in each of these categories are described in Section 3.1. In general, each
category includes several input files (indicated by the smallest boxes in Figure 3.1).
There are a total of 13 different types of input files. Some of these files are indices
(or pointers) and others are one-dimensional or two-dimensional data tables. Section 4
of this report gives examples of the input files for a few sample runs.

The output of the NetSim detection module is either detection thresholds for a fixed
confidence level, or detection probability for a fixed event size. The location module
outputs the parameters of the hypocentral confidence ellipsoid for a fixed confidence
level. The NetSim output data are described in Section 3.2. A graphics package called
SnapCon is used to contour the NetSim output on regional or world maps [Braa et al.,
1987b]. The SnapCon graphics package is described in Section 3.3.

3.1 Input Data

(1) Control Data

The control data determine what type of calculations are to be performed. There is

only one input data file in this category (the control file, Figure 3.1). NetSim prompts
for the name of the control file at the start of each run. The user is given an opportun-
ity to view and/or modify the contents of this file, write any changes to disk, and to
proceed by reading the rest of the input data files.

The control data include the NetSim run type which is either detection, location, or
detloc (detection and location). If the run type is set to detection, then the location
module is not activated. However, if the run type is set to location, the detection
module must Ca69ulate the individual station probabilities since these are needed to
estimate location uncertainty. If the runtype is set to deticic then both modules are
activated, and the location uncertainties for each epicenter are calculated at the
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detection threshold for the network. The run subtype is also included in the control
input. This is either threshold (to calculate the detection threshold at fixed confidence
level), or probability (to calculate the probability of detection for fixed event size).
Note that event size can be represented in terms of explosion yield, seismic moment,
mb, M, or MLg. The conversions between these measures are included in the input
data for each source medium. Other control data include the detection criteria (e.g.,
the wave types and number of stations required for detection), probability of detection
for the network (for a threshold run), event size (for a probability or location run),
location confidence level, number of Monte Carlo realizations (=1 for probability-
weighting), frequencies to inc'ide in the calculation, and the names of the input data
files.

(2) Source Data

The source data are used to calculate the excitation of each wave as a function of fre-
quency and source medium, sjjq). There are four input file types in this category: epi-
center grid file, source medium file, source medium grid file, and the source spectra
files.

The epicenter grid file specifies the event epicenters at which to calculate the detection
thresholds, probability of detection, or location uncertainties. The source medium file
specifies source scaling and excitation factors for each source medium. This includes
the medium name (e.g., granite, tuff, salt), the file name for the source spectrum, the
density and velocity of the source medium, the scaling relations between log moment
and other measures of event size (yield, mb, M, and MLg), and the excitation factors
for each wave, lck. The source grid file identifies the geographic locations of each
source medium. The source spectra for each source medium are stored in two-
dimensional data files that tabulate Mo0I) as a function of scalar seismic moment and
frequency.

(3) Propagation Data

The propagation data are used to determine the frequency-dependent attenuation BA(Aij)
and travel times (and their standard deviations) for each wave as a function of path
medium. There are four input file types in this category: path medium file, path
medium grid file, attenuation files, and travel time files.

The path medium file specifies attenuation and travel time parameters for eachi path
medium. This includes the medium name (e.g., tectonic or stable), file names for
attenuation and travel times for each wave, the standard deviation of the attenuation
curves for each wave, the travel time and azimuth standard deviations, and the source
and receiver amplitude correction factors for teleseismic distances. The path grid file
identifies the geographic locations of each path medium. The attenuation B,(A#) for
each wave and path medium is tabulated in two-dimensional data files as a function of
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distance and frequency. The travel times are tabulated as a function of depth and dis-
tance.

(4) Site/Station Data

The site/station data include the local site response for each station SRik (which

includes the free surface amplification, instrument response, and the frequency-
dependent beam gain for array stations), and individual station parameters. There are
two input files in this category: station file and site response file.

The station file includes the names and geographical coordinates of each station, file
names for ambient noise spectra, the standard deviation of log noise, station reliability,
amplitude station corrections, signal-to-noise ratio required for detection of each wave,
station-specific standard deviations (travel time, azimuth, and log amplitude), file
names for coda decay rates, and file names for the site response for each wave and sta-
tion. The site response is tabulated in a one-dimensional data file as a function of fre-
quency.

(5) Noise Data

The noise data define the ambient station noise spectra and the coda decay rates used
to calculate noise spectra for secondary phases. There are two input files in this
category: the ambient noise file c '. the noise factor file for secondary phases. Both of
these files are indexed in the ct tcdr. file.

There is a separate ambient noise file for each station. These files tabulate ambient
noise power spectral density as a function of frequency. The noise factor file for
secondary phases tabulates the coda decay rate of the previous arrival as a function of
distance, yk(Aj).

3.2 Output Data

NeaSim writes two types of output files; a graphics file used by SnapCon to display the
results as contours on a map (Section 3.3), and a list file that contains detailed infor-
mation about the detection and location parameters for each epicenter and for each sta-
tion. The graphics file is called prefix.gra and the list file is called prefix.lst, where
prefix is specified in the control input.

The graphics file includes a table that lists event size, probability of detection for the
network, and location uncertainties for each epicenter in the grid. For threshold runs,
the event size is equal to the detection threshold for the network. Otherwise, it is
equal to the fixed value specified in the control input (e.g., for probability or location
runs). The location uncertainties are reported as the length of the semi-major and
semi-minor axes of the epicenter location error ellipse, the strike of the semi-major
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axis, and the depth uncertainty. For Monte Carlo simulations, the fraction of simula-
tions with enough data to locate the event is also reported in the graphics file.

The list file includes all of the information contained in the graphics file and informa-
tion about the detection and location capabilities of individual stations in the network.
The list file includes the following information for each station, wave and epicenter:
detection probability Pik, epicentral distance and event azimuth, frequency of the max-
imum signal-to-noise ratio, standard deviation of log amplirtde, azimuth and arrival
time standard dzaviation, and depth and epicenter importances [Ciervo et al., 1985].

3.3 Graphics

SnapCon is a graphics package developed by Sraat et al. [1987b] to plot SNAPID
results as contours on regional and world maps. Normally, SnapCon is used to con-
tour detection thresholds or location uncertainties. However, it can also be used to
contour the difference or percentage change between two simulation runs. Using these
options, it is possible to estimate the change in detection capability due to changes in
input parameters such as network geometry, detection criteria, or attenuation curves.
SnapCon uses the NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) graphics library
with enhancements by MINEsoft, Ltd. SnapCon can be used to generate one or more
plots during a single run, and these plots are stored in a metacode graphics output file.
These metacodes can be plotted on selected output devices (e.g., SunView or
PostScript) using metacode translation programs.

The NetSirn output graphics file has a slightly different format than the SNAPID output
graphics file, so we made minor modifications to SnapCon so that we could use it to
contour NetSim results. This new version of SnapCon has the same functionality as
the version described in the SnapCon user's and programmer's guide written by Bratt
et al. [1987b]. Examples of SnapCon graphics are given in Section 4 of this report.

Bratt et al. [1987c] describe a graphics package (also based on the NCAR graphics
library) to plot SNAPID results stored in the list file. This package, called PRIMP,
plots the probability of detecting each wave at individual stations for a given epicenter
(Py), and location importances which measure the relative contribution of a particular
datum to event location. These plots are useful for determining detection and location
capabilities of individual stations in the network. However, we have not yet modified
the PRIMP graphics package to read the list file generated by NetSim.
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4. SAMPLE RUNS

This section presents sample NetSim and SnapCon runs for frequency-independent and
frequency-dependent input. The simulations presented in this section are only illustra-
tive examples of the NetSim computer program. These simulations are not intended to
represent accurate estimates of the detection and location capability of seismic net-
works in the Soviet Union. Instead, the examples in this section illustrate the main
functionality of NetSim, the importance of frequency dependence for simulating capa-
bility at regional distances, and the inability of the piobability-weighted (SNAPID)
approach to properly account for the effect of undetected phases on location uncertain-
ties for events near. the detection threshold of the network.

Section 4.1 presents sample NetSim runs at fixed frequency. The results for two
separate calculations (1 Hz and 10 Hz) are compared. Included in that section are list-
ings of the input and output data files, and a complete transcription of an interactive
NetSim .session. Section 4.2 presents simulations for frequency-dependent input, and
compares them to the simulations for fixed frequency presented in Section 4.1. Sec-
tion 4.3 compares location uncertainties computed using the probability-weighted
approach to those computed using the Monte Carlo approach.

4.1 Frequency-Independent Input

This section describes sample NetSim calculations for fixed frequency. These calcula-
tions have been compared to SNAPID calculations to verify that these programs give
the same output when they are given identical (frequency-independent) input. The
main purpose of this section is to give examples of the input and output files for Net-
Sim, and to illustrate the NetSim data handling and user-interface modules.

INPUT DATA

The input parameters described here are frequency-dependent. However, the simula-
tions presented in this section are calculated for a single frequency, so they are the
same as simulations for frequency-independent input (e.g., like SNAPID simulations).
The advantage of using frequency-dependent input data files is that they can be used
without modification to simulate broad band detection capability (as demonstrated in
the next section) or detection capability at any fixed frequency. The sample input data
files in each of the five categories (control, source, propagation, site/station, and noise)
are described below. None of the sample runs include secondary phases, so the only
wave-dependent parameters included in the sample input files are for P phases. These
sample data files are based on our experience with the NORESS array in Norway
[Sereno et al., 1988]. However, we have extrapolated our NORESS results to much
larger distances and somewhat higher frequencies. Therefore, the simulations have
large uncertainty (particularly for events near the periphery of the network) and should
not be interpreted as accurate estimates of detection capability in the Soviet Union.
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Control Data. Table 4.1 lists the contents of the sample control file. This file
specifies that the 90% MLg thresholds for detecting 3 P phases at 1.0 Hz will be calcu-
lated. Magnitude search bounds are 1.0 and 8.0. The names of other input files are
listed at the bottom of the control file.

Source Data. Table 4.2 lists the contents of the four source data files (epicenter grid,
source media, source grid, and source spectra). These files specify:

* A 150 x 15 0 epicenter grid for Eurasia
* Homogeneous granite source medium grid
* Source medium properties (granite)

- Density = 2500 kg/nm3

"- Compressional wave velocity = 5000 m/s

* Source scaling relations (granite)

- log Mo = 1.08 MLg + 10.6

- P-wave excitation factor, K = 1.0

- Source spectra as a function of log Mo (Figure 4.1)

Propagation Data. Table 4.3 lists the contents of the four propagation data files (path
media, path grid, P-wave attenuation, and P-wave travel times). These files specify:

' Homogeneous propagation characteristics (stable)
0 Window length for P wave spectra = 5.0 s
* Standard deviations for P phases

- Log amplitude standard deviation = 0.3

- Arrival time standard deviation = 1.5 s
- Azimuth standard deviation = 8.00

• P-wave attenuation versus frequency (Figure 4.2)

* P-wave travel times

Site/Station Data. Table 4.4 lists the contents of the two site/station data files (sta-
tion, site response). These specify:

* A network of 20 internal and 13 external arrays (Figure 4.3)

* The same ambient noise spectra and standard deviation for all stations

* A P-wave SNR for detection = 4.0 for all stations

* Receiver medium properties for all stations

- Density = 2500 kg/i 3

- Compressional wave velocity = 5000 nm/s

18
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CONTROL DATA

CONTROL FILE: .Ifronl. oat

Prequency-Independent Detection ThresholdsFrlrllnl

./results

detection
threshold
(P/3)
P
mlg

3.000 1.000 8.000 0.900 0.000 20.000
0.900 100 0.500 0.900

fixed 0.000
1
1.000

euraa .epi
granite. sud
granite. agr
stable .pmd
stable.pcr
a20x13.sta

Table 4.1. Sample control data.
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SOMMEz DATA

EPICENTER VILE: ./euras.epi

Eurasia Epicenters
7 13
0.000 0.000

15.000 15.000

SOURCE MEDIA FILE: . /granite. smad

Granite Source Media
./srctab

1
granite
expl.sor

2500.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.080 10.6001.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0000.000 0.000

5000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.COO
0.000 0.000

SOURCE GRID FILE: ./granite.agr

Granite Source Media Grid (5x5 degree)
36 72

-90.000000 -180.000000
5.000000 5.000000

granite -90.000000 -180.000000
granite -90.000000 -175.000000
granite -90.000000 -170.000000

granite 85.C0.O0000 165.000000
granite 85.000000 170.000000
granite 85.000000 175.000000

SOURCE SPECTRA FILE: ./Srctalk/expl. sor

Explosion Source
20

1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 7.000 8.0009.000 10.000 11.000 12.000 13.000 14.000 15.000 16.00017.000 18.000 19.000 20.000
6
11.000 12.000 13.000 14.000 15.000 20.000

Source amplitudes for frequency w 1.00000
11.000 12.000 13.000 14.001 15.003 17.912Source amplitudes for frequency = 2.00000
11.000 12.000 13.001 14.002 15.002 17.310

Source amplitudes for frequency - 18.0000
11.002 12.003 12.910 13.401 13.737 15.401

Source amplitudes for frequency a 19.0000
11.002 12.002 12.890 13.356 13.690 15.354

Source amplitudes for frequency w 20.0000
11.002 12.002 12.867 13.312 13.645 15.310

Table 4.2. Sample source data.
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Source Spectra
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Figure 4.1. Input source spectra as a function of scalar seismic moment, Mo. Each
curve is labeled by log Mo. The comer frequency scales inversely with the cube root
of the long-period level. The source scaling is from Sereno et al. [1988]. These
spectra are stored in a two-dimensional data table called explsor (Table 4.2).
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PROPAGATION DATA

PATH )EDI& FILE: ./stable .pmd

Stable Path Media
./pathtab

5.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000
0.000 -1.000 -1.000

2
reference
patable. atn patable. tim

0.300 0.000 0.000 1.500 8.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
stable
potable.atn patable.tim

0.300 0.000 0.000 1.500 8.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

PATH GRID FILE: ./stable.pgjr

Stable Path Medium Grid
36 72

-90.000000 -180.000000
5.000000 5.000000

stable -90.000000 -180.000000
stable -90.000000 -175.000000
stable -90.000000 -170.000000

stable 85.000000 165.000000
stable 85.000000 170.000000

* stable 85.000000 175.000000

Table 4.3. Sample propagation data.
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ATMMUATZON FILE: ./patht~b/pstable.atn

stable - p
20

0.500 1.500 2.500 3.00 4.500 5.500 6.500 7.500
8.500 9.500 10.500 11.500 12.500 13.500 14.500 15.500

16.500 17.500 18.500 20.000
50

90.000 2.000 4.000 6.000 8.000 10.000 12.000 14.000
16.000 18.000 20.000 22.000 24.000 26.000 28.000 30.000
32.00 34.000 -6.017 -6.933 -0.002 -7.395 -7.585 46.000
48.000 50.000 52.000 54.000 56.000 58.000 60.000 62.000
64.000 66.000 68.000 70.000 72.000 74.000 76.000 78.000
80.000 82.000 84.000 86.000 88.000 90.000 92.000 94.000
96.000 98.000

Attenuation for frequency 0.500000
0.000 -6.138 -6.617 -6.933 -7.182 -7.395 -7.585 -7.759

-7.922 -8.076 -8.222 -8.363 -8.499 -8.631 -8.760 -8.886
-9.010 -9.131 -9.251 -9.368 -9.484 -9.599 -9.712 -9.824
-9.936 -10.046 -10.155 -10.263 -10.371 -10.478 -10.584 -10.690

-10.795 -10.899 -11.003 -11.106 -11.209 -11.312 -11.414 -11.516
-11.617 -11.718 -11.819 -11.919 -12.019 -12.119 -12.219 -12.318
-12.417 -12.516

Attenuation for frequency 20.0000
0.000 -6.644 -7.628 -R.450 -9.206 -9.925 -10.620 -11.300

-11.969 -12.628 -13.281 -13.927 -14,569 -15.208 --15.842 -16.474
-17.104 -17.731 -18.356 -18.979 -19.601 -20.222 -20.841 -21.459
-22.076 -22.692 -23.307 -23.921 -24.535 -25.147 -25.760 -26.371
-26.982 -27.592 -28.202 -28.811 -29.420 -30.028 -30.636 -31.244
-31.851 -32.458 -33.065 -33.671 -34.277 -34.882 -35.488 -36.093
-36.698 -37.302

TRAVEL TIME TABLE: ./pathtab/pstable. tim

Travel-time vs distanoe and depth - Pn stable
2

0.000 15.000
181

0.000 1.000 2.000 3.OCO 4.000 5.000 6.000 7.000
8.000 9.000 10.000 11.000 12.000 13.000 14.000 15.000

168.000 169.000 170.000 171.000 172.000 173.000 174.000 175.000
176.000 177.000 178.000 179.000 180.000

Travel-time for source depth 0.
0.000 21.134 34.863 48.582 62.291 75.988 89.670 103.335

116.978 130.597 144.189 157.752 171.289 184.775 198.199 211.480

1206.987 1207.651 1208.261 1208.815 1209.314 1209.755 1210.140 1210.467
1210.736 1210.946 1211.158 1211.253 1211.288

Travel-tixe for source depth 15.0000
2.500 17.585 33.185 46.902 60.610 74.305 87.985 101.646

115.286 128.902 142.490 156.048 169.579 183.058 196.466 209.722

1204.488 1205.153 1205.762 1206.317 1206.815 1207.257 1207.642 1207.969
1208.238 1208.448 1208.621 1208.713 1208.745

Table 4.3. Sample propagation data (continued).
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P-wave Attenuation Curves
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Figure 4.2. Input P-w,,ve attenuation curves as a function of frequency. These curves
are based on attenuation along paths to the NORESS array [Sereno et at., 1988].
These B(A,J) are stored in a two-dimensional data table called pstable.atn (Table 4.3).
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SITZ/STATION DATA

STATION FILE: ./a20x13. sta

13 X AR, 20 IN AR
./sta.tion

33
IIOR ambient.noi 0.100

60.735 11.542 1.000
2500.000

0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 0.000 5000.000 array.srs
0.(100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 C.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.o00

SHIO ambient.noi 0.100
25.567 91.883 1.000

2500.000
0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 0.000 5000.000 array.mrs
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.0Cc 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 O.QOO 0.000 0.000 0.000

S21 anbient.noi 0.100
77.500 105.100 1.000

2500.000
0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 0.000 5000.000 array.srs
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 _
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

SI79 RESPONSR FILE: ./station/array.srs

Situ Rer•an~e, array station
11

1.000 0.699
3.000 0.661
5.000 0.619
7.000 0.573
!0.000 0.521

11.000 0.462
13.000 0.394
15.000 0.314
11.000 0.215
10.000 0.086
20.000 0.004 Table 4.4. Sample ste/stmfion data.
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Site response spectrum for all stations (Figure 4.4)

Noise Data. Table 4.5 lists the contents of one of the two noise data files (ambient
noise). The other noise input file (noise factor for secondary phases) is not needed for
this sample calculation since the -detection criteria only include P waves. The ambient
noise file is the power spectral density for all stations in the network (Figure 4.5).

NETSIM TRANSCRIPTION

A complete transcription of an interactive NetSim session that uses the input data files
described above starts on page 31 of this report. Comments are separated from the
transcription by a vertical line on each page. This transcription is included as exam-
"ples of the NetSim data handling and user-interface modules.
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Local Site Response (Array Stations)

0.7
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Figure 4.4. Input local site response for array stations. Only the array gain portion of
the site response is included. We assume a linear decrease in beam gain from -FN at 1
Hz to 1.0 at 20 Hz (Sereno et al., 1988]. The site response as a function of frequency
is stored in a one-dimensional data table called array.srs (Table 4.4).
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NOISE Dk~k

AJ1BIENT NOISE FILE: ./station/ambient.noi

Ambient Noise, Noress
253

0.234 5.530
0.312 4.410
0.391 3.620

19.766 -5.550
19.944 -5.520
19. 922 -5 .460

II

Table 4.5. Sample noise data.
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II

Ambient Noise - NORESS
6-

N

N,

E

•.2-
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0
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.5. Input ambient noise power spectral density. The same ambient noise
spectrum is assumed for all stations in the network. This is the average single.channel
noise spectrum at NORESS [Suteau-Menson and Bache, 1988]. The ambient noise is
stored in a one-dimensional data table called ambient.noi (Table 4.5).
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OUTPUT DATA

NeiSim writes two output data files; the graphics file (.gra) and the list file (.1st). The
formats of these files are described in detail in Appendix A. The graphics file from
the sample NetSim run is given in Table 4.6. This includes the data in the control file
and the data needed to make contour plots (station names and coordinates, detection
thresholds, probabilities, and location uncertainties). The last nine columns of the
matrix in Table 4.6 are zero because these are location uncertainties and the sample
NetSim run only calculated detection thresholds. Table 4.7 lists the first three pages of
the list file, and one page for epicenter 33 (there is one page of detection parameters
for each epicenter).

SNAPCON TRANSCRIPTION

A complete transcription of an interactive SnapCon session to generate a contour map
of the detection thresholds calculated in the sample NetSim run starts on page 46 of
this report. Comments are separated from the transcription by a vertical line on each
page. This transcription is included as an example of the SnapCon user-interface.
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DETECTION THRESHOLDS

Figure 4.6a plots contours of the detection thresholds calculated for the NetSim sample
run at 1.0 Hz (this is the result of the SnapCon session described above). The detec-
tion threshold is MLg 3.7-4.2 for epicenters in the Soviet Union. Figure 4.6b plots the
detection thresholds at 10 Hz. These results were obtained by changing the frequency
in the control file (Table 4.1) to 10 Hz, and repeating the NetSim calculations
described for the first sample run. The 90% MLg threshold for detecting 3 P waves at
10 Hz is 2.8-5.3 for epicenters in the Soviet Union. The threshold at 10 Hz is lower
than the threshold at 1 Hz for epicenters in areas with dense station coverage, but the
threshold is much higher at 10 Hz than at 1 Hz for epicenters in areas with sparse sta-
tion coverage. This is because the frequency of the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) decreases with increasing epicentral distance. It is clear from these examples
that frequency dependent input parameters are required to obtain accurate estimates of
detection capability at regional distances.

4.2 Frequency-Dependent Irput

This section presents the results of a sample NetSim run that includes frequency depen-
dence in the source, attenuation, station noise, and beam gain. We use the same input
data files that were described in Section 4.1, except that we have modified the control
file to include 11 frequencies between 1.0 and 20.0 Hz (Table 4.8). The results of the
calculation are plotted in Figure 4.7. The frequency-dependent 90% MLg threshold for
detecting 3 P waves is 2.6-3.4 for epicenters in the Soviet Union. These thresholds
are less than the thresholds for either 1 Hz or 10 Hz (Figure 4.6). This is because the
frequency of the maximum SNR is greater than 1 Hz and less than 10 Hz for epicen-
tral distances important for determining the detection threshold for the network. For
example, Figure 4.8 plots the frequency of the maximum SNR as function of epicentral
distance for an epicenter in western USSR (600 N, 600 E). Table 4.9 lists the detec-
tion parameters for this epicenter. The frequency of the maximum SNR is 4-7 Hz for
all stations that have a probability of detection greater than zero.

4.3 Probabiiity-Weighted and Monte Carlo Location

There are two ways that NetSim can accomit for the effect of undetected phases on
location uncertainties; the probability-weighted approach (used in SNAPID) and the
Monte Carlo approach described in Section 2.3.2 In this section we compare the loca-
tion uncertainties computed using these two methods for events near the 3 P detection
threshold of the network. We also compare the two approaches for one epicenter in
western USSR as a function of event size.

We use the same input data files for our location uncertainty simulations that we used
for our detection threshold simulations (Section 4.3). The only difference is the runtyp
parameter in the control file in Table 4.8 was changed to detloc to compute the median
and 90th percentile Monte Carlo location uncertainties. The probability-weighted
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CONTROL DATA

CONTROL nILs: ./fdzunl.ant

Froquency-Dependent Detection Thresholds
FDzlun'
./results

detection
threshold
(P/3)
P
Mlg

3.000 1.000 8.000 0.900 0.000 20.000
0.900 100 0.500 0.900fiLxedl 0.000

11

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
6. 7. B. 10. 15. 20.

5euras.epi

granite. amd
Tranit.. sgr

able.pad
oblse.pgr

~OA.403. sta

Table 4.8. Sample control file (frequency-dependent input).
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PREQ-DEP DETECTION THRESHOLDs
90.000. OD 30.00 60.00 91).00 120.00 150.00

..... .... ....
33-3-60 z0

75.00 ------ 3.60 3.60NR -- 419 0 0 
rn

R 0 S1860.00 
C>

S1 S1> A

--- 3.
q5. 0 8"'.ýA 

3

20 1BOGUPO30.00 

r-
ý-FN 3i -)/)990 pT jClt. 54"' 

r'

CONTOUR FROM 2.6000 TO 6.0000 CONTOUR INTERVRL OF 0.20000

Figuire 4.7. Contours of the 90% )yLg thresholds for detecting 3 P phases using broadband (1-20 liz) input.
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Figure 4.8. Frequency of the maximum SNR as a function of epicentral distance for P
phases. This figure plots the values in Table 4.9 for an epicenter in the western USSR
(600 N, 600 E).
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OUTPUT LIST FILE: ./re*ult&/FDrun* .lst

EPICENTER 33 LAT- 60.000 LONG= 60.000

EVENT SIZE 2.598 UI'WORK PROBABILITY (%) : 89.977NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 6 ITERATION BOUNDS ZXC•EEDZD : nSEMI-MAJOR AXIS (LO) : 0.000 SEMI-MxOOR AXIS (HI) : 0.000SEM-MINOR AXIS (LO) : 0.000 SEMX-MINOR AXIS (RI) 0.000STRIKE (LO) . 0.000 STR3EM (HI) . 0.000DNPTN-Inzxv (Lo) 0.000 DlPTH-ZI•N•RLn (HI) 0.000MONTE CARLO FRACTION 0.000

P -WAVElNG. STATION FREQ. OF 1MPL.STATION DIST. AIZM PROS. MAX. S/N ATTZN.SD

1 NOR 23.424 293.015 0.000 2.000 0.3002 SHIO 40.822 133.209 0.000 1.000 0.3003 CUPO 30.176 167.990 0.000 2.000 0.3004 GCD 42.343 331.168 0.000 1.000 0.3005 RSTN 57.450 357.039 0.000 1.000 0.3006 ANTO 26.282 232.411 0.000 2.000 0.300
7 MAN 63.054 108.215 0.000 1.000 0.3008 MAJO 53.293 78.814 0.000 1.000 0.3009 BRW 46.220 15.405 0.000 1.000 0.30010 TOL 43.681 272.471 0.000 1.000 0.30011 PMR 56.361 16.152 C.000 1.000 0.30012 FCC 59.520 344.754 0.000 1.000 0.30013 NR2 16.995 321.538 0.000 3.000 0.30014 S1 30.040 86.255 0.000 2.000 0.30015 S2 49.182 26.213 0.000 1.000 0.30016 S3 45.365 63.710 0.000 1.000 0.30017 S5 25.076 185.806 0.000 2.000 0.30018 S6 15.000 180.273 0.002 4.000 0.30019 S7 17.408 142.862 0.000 3.000 0.30020 S8 17.500 217.777 0.000 3.000 0.30021 S9 7.765 234.812 0.888 5.000 0.30022 S10 6.515 136.684 0.984 7.000 0.30023 S1I 15.069 97.557 0.001 4.000 0.30024 S12 24.486 81.393 0.000 2.000 0.30025 S13 33.605 69.290 0.000 2.000 0.30026 S14 48.806 48.811 0.000 1.000 0.30027 S15 5.503 337.414 0.999 7.000 0.30028 S16 11.081 54.042 0.210 4.000 0.30029 S17 22.221 56.415 0.000 2.000 0.30030 S18 32.829 48.787 0.000 2.000 0.30031 S19 42.002 38.251 0.000 1.000 0.30032 S20 16.675 5.690 0.000 4.000 0.30033 S21 22.797 23.309 0.000 2.000 0.300

Table 4.9. Sample list file (frequency-dependent input).
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location uncertainties were calculated by changing numcarlo in the control file to 1
(see Appendix A). Figure 4.9 plots the probability-weighted estimate of the semi-
major axis (SMA) of the epicentral error ellipse. The probability-weighted SMA is
between 14 and 40 km for epicenters in the Soviet Union. The results for the median
and 90th percentile Monte Carlo realizations are plotted in Figure 4.10. The median
Monte Carlo SMA is between 13 and 45 km for events in the Soviet Union. This is
similar to the range produced by the probability-weighted approach (the average
difference between the median Monte Carlo SMA and the probability-weighted SMA
is 3.3 km for epicenters in the Soviet Union). The 90th percentile Monte Carlo reali-
zation SMA is between 20 and 235 km for events in the Soviet Union, which is
significantly larger than the median Monte Carlo SMA or the probability-weighted
SMA.

The results in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are for events at the 90% MLg threshold for detect-
ing 3 P phases. Since azimuth and arrival time can be estimated for each P detection,
there should be more than enough data to constrain the event epicenter (assuming fixed
depth). We found that at least 95% of the Monte Carlo realizations had enough data
to constrain the event epicenters in the Soviet Union. However, we also found that the
probability-weighted approach increasingly underestimates the median Monte Carlo
SMA as the event magnitude decreases. For example, Figure 4.11 plots histograms of
the SMA computed using the Monte Carlo approach for three different event magni-
tudes at an epicenter in western USSR (600 N, 600 E). One hundred realizations were
generated for each magnitude. Figure 4.1la is for MLg 3.0, which is greater than the 3
P detection threshold at this epicenter. The probability-weighted SMA is nearly equal
to the median Monte Carlo SMA (19 kIn), and less than the 90th percentile Monte
Carlo SMA (27 km). Figure 4.11b is for MLg 2.58, which is equal to the 3 P detec-
tion threshold. Again the probability-weighted SMA (25 km) is close to the median
Monte Carlo SMA (27 km), but it is substantially less than the 90th percentile Monte
Carlo SMA (140 km). Figure 4.11c is for MLg 2.23, which is equal to the 2 P detec-
tion threshold. In this case, only 79% of the Monte Carlo realizations had enough data
to constrain the location. The probability-weighted SMA is 34.6 km, while the median
and 90th percentile Monte Carlo estimates are both 140 km. It is clear from Figure
4.11 that a decrease in the event magnitude results in an increase in the discrepancy
between the probability-weighted and Monte Carlo approaches.

The probability-weighted approach is most accurate when an individual datum is not
very important for constraining the location [Ciervo et al., 1985]. Obviously, when
few data are available to locate an event (e.g., for most events near the detection thres-
hold), each datum is very important It is likely that the probability-weighted approach
underestimates location uncertainties for small events because data with low probabil-
ity of detection provide unique information that is important to constraining location.
It appears that the probability-weighted approach does not adequately reduce the con-
tribution of these data to the location uncertainty.
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Figure 4.11. Histogram of location uncertainties (SMA) determined from 100 Monte
Carlo realizations of location solutions in the western Soviet Union (600 N, 600 E).
The probability-weighted (PW), the median Monte Carlo realization (MC50), and the
90th percentile Monte Carlo realization (MC90) SMA values are marked. The fraction
of Monte Carlo realizations with enough data to constrain the epicenter is also listed.
Event magnitudes are (a) MLg 3.0, (b) MLg 2.58 (3 P detection threshold), and (c) MLg
2.23 (2 P detection threshold).
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5. SUMMARY

This report describes a computer program called NetSim that simulates the detection
and location capability of seismic networks that include regional stations and arrays.
The main advantage of NetSim over othe: simulations programs is the incorporation of
frequency dependence in the estimates for the source, attenuation, station noise, and
array gain. This -,s very important for rc,,onal networks, as is demonstrated by the
comparison of frequency-dependent and frequency-independent detection thresholds for
a network of 33 stations in and around the Soviet Union. The results are shown in
Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 The 90% MLg thresholds for a network of 33 stations.

center expand tab (') ; c c c c. _ Figure:Detection: :90% MLg
Number:Criterion:Frequency:Threshold

4.5a:3 P:1 HFz (fixed):3.7-4.2 4.5b:3 P:10 Hz (fixed):2.8-5.3 4.6:3 P:1-20 Hz (vary-
ing):2.6-3.4

These simulations are based on regional wave attenuation and noise conditions at
NORESS, where the frequency of the maximum SNR decreases with increasing epi-
central distance. The frequency-dependent detection thresholds are lower than the
thresholds at either 1 Hz or 10 Hz because the frequency of the maximum SNR at
ranges that control the detection threshold is typically between 3 and 7 Hz. It is clear
from this example that the detection capability of regional networks cannot be simu-
lated accurately unless frequency-dependent factors are included.

Other important advantages of NerSim over similar computer piograms are: (1) noise
levels for secondary phasas are based on the coda of previous arrivals (and depend on
event magnitude and epicentral distance), (2) arrival time and azimuth standard devia-
tions are used to estimate location uncertaintics, and (3) the effect of undetected phases
on location uncertainties can be estimated using a Monte Carlo approach that mimics
the way location uncertainties vary in practice. The probability-weighted approach
(used in SNAPID) assumes that all data contribute to the location, but the standard
deviations are divided by the square root of the probability of detection. Thus, arrival
times and azimuths fLor phases with low probability of detection will not contribute
much to the location soiution since their effective standard deviations are large. How-
ever, comparison to results from a more realistic Monte Carlo approach sugg&,sts that
the probability-weighted uncretainties underestimate the true location uncertainties for
small events. This implies that the probability-weighted approach doe-, not adequately
degrade the contribution of data with low probability of detection.
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APPENDIX A: INPUT/OUTPUT DATA

This appendix describes the NetSim input and output data and file formats. The input
to NetSim is read from standard ASCII files. These input files can be updated interac-
tively, and new files can be written using the NetSim data handling module. NetSim
output is also written to standard ASCII files. One of these output files is read by
SnapCon, which plots the results (detection thresholds, probabilities for fixed event
size, or location uncertainties) as contours on regional or world maps.

There are five categories of input data: control, source, propagation, site/station, and
noise (see Section 3). Each category has one or more types of input data files. We
identify these different data files by a three-letter suffix appended to the data file name
(these suffixes are included in tables in this appendix for each input data file). The
NetSim computer program does not impose this file naming convention, but we have
found it to be convenient. Tables A.1-A.15 list the format of the input and output
data files. Indented lines indicate a continuation from the previous line. Sample files
are given in Section 4.

NetSim includes provisions for up to ten seismic waves (or phases). The wave input is
ordered such that:

Wave(]) = P (or Pn)
Wave(2) - pP
Wave(3) = Pg
Wave(4) = S (or Sn)
Wave(5) = Lg
Wave(6) = LR
Wave(7) = 01
Wave(8) = 02
Wave(9) = 03
Wave(1O) = 04

where the last four are slots for additional seismic phases.

INPUT DATA

Control Data. The control data define the nature of the NetSim run (detection or loca-
tion or both, network detection probability, detection criteria, etc). There is only one
input file in this category; the control file. Table A.1 shows the format of the control
file. The following list defines each input parameter.
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Table A.I. Control File

CONTROL FILE
Suffix: -.cnr ______

title
ourpre
outdir
dir
runtype
subtype
detcrit
locwavs
sizelype
evsize evmin evmax probdet cutlo regdist
probloc numcarlo prctlo prcthi
depthfix eventdepth
nwnrunfrq
runfrq(J) .. runfrq(numrunfrq)
file.epi
file.smd
file.sgr
file.pmd
file.pgr
file.sta
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Control File (.cnt)

1. title - Title of the NetSirn run.

2. outpre - Prefix for NetSim output files. The output files are named outpre.gra
and outpre.lst (these are describ,d below).

3. outdir - Directory for NetSim output files.
4. dir - Directory for the NetSim input files.

5. runtype - NetSim run type. Acceptable values are "detection," "location," or
"detloc" (detection and location).

6. subtyp - NetSim run subtype. Acceptable values are "threshold" and "probabil-
ity."

7. detcrit - Detection criteria. The format is the same as that described in the
SNAP/D user's manual (Ciervo et al., 1985). Two examples are:

a. P/3; P-wave detection by at least three stations.

b. (P/3 + (P/2 * Lg/1l) + (P/1 * Lg/2) + Lg/3); at least three P or Lg waves
detected by the network. Literal translation: P-wave detection at three sta-
tions, or P-wave detection at two stations and Lg-wave detection at one sta-
tion, or P-wave detection at one station and Lg-wave detection at two sta-
tions, or Lg-wave detection at three stations.

8. locwavs - Waves to use in location simulation (these may be different from the
waves used for detection).

9. sizetype - Event size type. Acceptable values are "moment," "yield," "oMb," "Ms,,"
or "mLs." If "moment" is specified, then evsize, evmin, and evmax are specified as
log moment (nt-m). If "yield" is specified, then evsize, evmin, and evmax are
specified as log yield (kilotons).

10. evsize - Event size to use in a probability run or in a location run with fixed
event size. The units of evsize are determined by sizetype.

11. evmin and evmax - Minimum and maximum event size to use in a detection
threshold run. The units are determined by sizetype.

12. probdet - Probability of detection for the network.

13. cutlo - Low-probability cut off. If detection probability is less than cutlo for any
wave at any station, then this probability is set to zero.

14. regdist - Division between regional and teleseismic distances (in degrees).

15. probloc - Confidence level for location uncertainty.

16. numcarlo - Number of Monte Carlo location iterations (=1 for probability-
weighted location uncertainties).

17. prctlo - Percentage of Monte Carlo location runs with uncertainty less than the
lowest of the two uncertainties reported in the output file (e.g., the median Monte
Carlo realization has prcto = 0.50).

18. prcthi- Percentage of Monte Carlo location runs with uncertainty less than the
largest of the two uncertainties reported in the output file (e.g., the 90th percentile
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Monte Carlo realization has prcthi = 0.90).
19. depthfix - Event depth constraint for location uncertainties. Acceptable values are

"fixed" and "free."
20. eventdepth -'Event depth in kilometers.
21. numrunfreq - Number of frequencies to use in the simulation.
22. runfrq(i), i = 1, numrunfreq - Frequencies to use in the simulation (Hz).
23. file.epi - File name for epicenter input.
24. file.smd - File name for source media input.
25. file.sgr - File name for source grid input.
26. file.pmd - File name for path media input.
27. file.pgr - File name for path grid input.
28. Jfile.sta - File name for station data input.

Source Data. The source data define source spectral amplitude and scaling relations
as a function of source medium (e.g., granite, salt, tuff). There are four input file
types in this category: epicenter grid file, source medium file, source medium grid file,
and the source spectra files. The first three of these are indexed in the control file.
The source spectra files are indexed in the source medium file. There is a separate
source spectra file for each source medium. Tables A.2-A.5 show the format of the
four source input files. The following list defines each input parameter.

Epicenter Grid File (.epi)

1. title - Title of the epicenter grid file.

2. numepilat numepilon - Number of latitudes and number of longitudes in the epi-
center grid.

3. epilatl epiloni - Initial latitude and initial longitude.

4. epilatdel epilondel - Latitude increment and longitude increment.

Source Medium File (.smd)

1. title - Tide of the source medium file.
2. dir - Directory for source spectra files (.sor).

3. numsormed - Number of different source media.

4. sormed(i), i = 1, ntmsormed - Source media names (e.g., granite, tuff, salt).
5. tbl.sor(i), i = 1, numsormed - File name of the source spectra file.
6. smdrho(i), i = 1, numsormed - Density of the source medium (kg/m3).

7. ayield(i) and byield(i), i = 1, numsormed .- Slope and intercept of log moment
versus log yield: log moment = ayield x log yield + byield. Moment is in nt-rn
and yield is in kilotons.
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Table A.2. Epicenter File

EPICENTER FILE
Suffix: .epi

title
numepilat nwnepilon
epilatl epilonl
epilatdel epilondel
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Table A.3. Source Media File

SOURCE MEDIA FILE
Sfi:.,smd

title
dir
nwnsonmed
sormned(l)
tbl.sor(J)
smdrho(1)
ayield(1) byield(i) amb(1) bmb(1)

ams(1) bms(1) ainlg(1) bmlg(1)
sorwavfac(J,1) .. sorwavfac(JO,1)
smdvel(J,J) .. smdvel(JO,1)

sormned(numsormned)
tbl.sor(numtsormed)
smdrho(nwnsormed)
ayield(numsormed) byield(nwntsormed) amb(numisormed) bmb(numsonned)

ams(nwnsormed) bms(numsorrned) ainlg(numtsormed) bmlg(nurnormed)
sorwavfac(J ,numsormed) .. sorwavfac(JO,numtsormed)
smdvel(l,nunisormed) smdvel(JO,numsormed)
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Table AA4 Source Grid File

SOURCE GRID FILE
Suffix: usr

title
numsgrlat numsgrlon
sgrl at) sgrlonl
sgrlatdel sgrlondel
sormnedname(J) sgrlat(J) sgrlon(J)

sormnedname(numsgrlat x numsgrlon) sgrlat(nurngrlat) sgrlon(numsgrlon)
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Table A.S. Source Spectra File

SOURCE SPECTRA FILE
Stufx: .sor

title
numsorfrq
sorfrq(1) ... sorfrq(numsorfrq)
ntumsormom
sormom(1) ... sormom(numsormom)
Source amplitudes for frequency = sorfrq(J) 4- comment line
soramp(1,1) ... soramp(numsormom,J)

Source amplitudes for frequency = sorfrq(numsorfrq) 4= comment line
soramp(1,numsorfrq) ... soramp(numsormom,numsorfrq)
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8. amb(i) and bmb(i), i = 1, nwnsormed - Slope and intercept of log moment versus
mb: log moment = arni, x mb + bmb. Moment is in nt-m.

9. ares(i) and bms(i), i = 1, numsormed - Slope and intercept of log moment versus
M,: log moment = arns x M, + bns. Moment is in nt-m.

10. amlg(i) and bmlg(i), i = 1, numsormea - Slope and intercept of log moment
versus mig: log moment = amlg x m.,, + bmlg. Moment is in nt-m.

11. sorwavfac(j,i), j = 1, 10 and i = 1, numsormed - Source excitation factor (Kck in
Section 2.1).

12. smdvel(j,i), j = 1, 10 and i = 1, numsokmed - !source in ,j'- 11 velocity (m/s).

Source Grid File (.sgr)

1. title - Title of the source grid file.

2. numsgrlat numsgrlon - Number of latitudes and number of longitudes in the
source medium grid.

3. sgrlatl sgrlonl - Southernmost latitude and westemmost longitude in the source
medium grid.

4. sgr!atdel sgrlondel - Latitude increment and longitude increment for the source
medium grid.

5. sormedname(l), 1 = 1, numsgrIat x numsgrlon - Source medium name (e.g., gran-
ite, tuff, salt) for each grid element.

6. sgrlat(i) and sgrlon(j), i = 1, numsgrlat and j = 1, numsgrlon - Latitude and
longirude. of the southwest corner of each grid element.

Source Spectra Pile (.sor)

1. title - Titie of the so:,rce spectra file.

2. numsorfreq, - Number of frequencies.
3. sorfrq(i), i -1, nemsorfre;, - Frequencies (Hz).

4. nunsormom -. Numbzx of scalar seismic momuvms.

5. sormom(j), j = 1, numsormom - Log seismic momer.t (nt-m).

6. soramp(j,i), j = 1, numnsormom and i = 1, rntmsorfreq - Log source spectral
amplitude (nt-rn).

Propagation Data. The propagation data define tne attenuation and travel time as a
function of path medium (e.g., stable or tectonic). There are four input file types in
this category: path medium file, path medium grid file, attenuation files, and travel
tihe files. The first two of these are indexed in the control file. The attenuation and
trav,: .-.-ne files are ndexed in the path medium file. There are separate attenuation
and travel time files for each path medium. Tables A.6-A.9 s',,ow the format of the
four propagation in~put files. The following list defines each input parameter.
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Table A.6. Path Media File

PATH MEDIA FILE
Suffix: .PA4

title
dir
tlen(1) gvell(1) gvel2(1)

tlen(1O) gvell (10) gvel2(1O)
numpthmed
pthmed(.s,

arnstd(l ,l) sorcor(1 ,1) reccor(l,1)
timsd(1,1) azsd(1,1)

tbl.atn(10,1) tbl.tim(10,1)
ainsid(10,J) sorcor(l0,1) reccor(10,1)

timzsd(10,1) azsd(JO,1)

pthmed(nump.,hmed)
rbl.atn(1 ,nwnpdzrned) tbI.tim(J ,nurnpthmed)
atnsid(1 ,numpthmed) sorco?-(J,numprhrned) reccor(1 ,nurnpthmed)

timsd(1 ,nwnpthmed) azsd(1,nwnzpthmed)

tbl.atn(1O,nampthmed) ibl.tim(IO,numpthmed)
atnstd(1O,numpthmed) sorcor(]0,numpthmed) reccor(]O,numpthmed)

L timsd(1O,numpthmed) azsdU0O,numipthm-!d)
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Table A.7. Path Grid File

PATH GRID FICLE
Suffix: .pgr

title
numpgrlat niumpgrion
pgrlatl pgrlon.l
pgrlatd.Jl pgrlondel
pthmedname(1) pgrlai(1) pgrlon(1)

pthmednaine(numpgrlat x nwnpgrion) pgrlat(numpgrlat) pgrlon(numpgrlon)
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Table A.8. Attenuation File

ATTENUATION FILE
Suffa, *atn

titie
numatnfrq
atnfrq(l) .. atqfrq(numatnfrq)
niumatndst
atndst(l) .. atndst(numnatndst)
attenuation for frequency = atnfrq(1) :: comment line
atnamp(l,1) atnamp(numatndst,1)

attenuation for frequency = atnfrq(nwnatnfrq) 4-- comment line
atnamp(1,nwmatnfrq) .. atnamp(numatnds1,numatnfrq)
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Table A.9. Travel Time File

TRAVEL TIME FILE
Suffix: trn

title
numrnirdph
tirndph(1) ... Mdph(nurntirndph)
nwntfrudst
tirizdst(l) .. irndst~numnrirndt)
travel-time for depth = depth(1) 4- commnent line
tratim(J,J) .. tratirn(nurntirds:,1)

travel-tune for depth =depth(nwntirndph) 4- comment line
tratim(J,nurnritndph) trraim(numriMdst~nwmtirndph)
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Path Medium File (.pmd)

t 1. ti.le - Title of the path medium file.
2. dir - Directory for the attenuation and travel time files.

3. tlen(j), j = 1, 10 - Time window length used for the spectral estimate for each
wave.

4. gvell(j) and gvel2(j), j = 1, 10 - Range of group velocities used for the spectral
estimate for each wave (if tlen(j) is less than zero).

5. numpthmed - Number of different path media.
6. pthmed(i), i = 1, numpthmed - Path media names (e.g., stable and tectonic).
7. tbl.atn(i), i = 1, numpthmed - File names for attenuation data tables.

8. tbl.tim(i), i = 1, numpthmed - File names for travel time data tables.
9. atnstd(ji), j = 1, 10 and i = 1, nwnprhmed - Standard deviation of log attenua-

tion.

10. sorcor(j,i), j = 1, 10 and i = 1, numpthmed - Log source correction factor for
teleseismic distances.

11. reccor(j,i), j = 1, 10 and i = 1, numpthmed - Log receiver correction factor for
teleseismic distances.

12. timsd(,i), i = 1, 10 and i = 1, numpthmed - Travel time standard deviation (s).
13. azsd(ji), j = 1, 10 and i = 1, nunpthmed - Azimuth standard deviation (degrees).

Path Grid File (.pgr)

1. title - Title of the path grid file.
2. numpgrlat numpgrlon - Number of latitudes and longitudes in the path medium

grid.
3. pgrlatl pgrionl - Southernmost latitude and westernmost longitude in the path

medium grid.
4. pgrlatdei pgrlondel - Latitude increment and longitude increment for the path

medium grid.

5. pthmedname(l), 1 = 1, numpgrlat x numpgrlon - Path medium name (e.g., stable
or tectonic) for each grid element.

6. pgrlaf(i) and pgrlon(j), i = 1, numpgrlat and j = 1, numpgrlon - Latitude and
longitude of the southwest corner of each grid element.

Attenuation File (.atn)

1. title - Title of the attenuation file.

2. ;-umarnfrq - Number of frequenties in tie attenuation file.

3. arnfrq(i), i = 1, numatnfrq - Frequencies (Hz).
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4. numatndst - Number of distances in the attenuation file.
5. atndst(j), j = 1, nuwnatndst - Distances (degrees).

6. atnamp(j,i), j = 1, nwnatndst and i = 1, numatnfrq - Attenuation amplitude (log
m-l).

Travel Time File (.tim)

1. title - Title of the travel time file.

2. nmontimdph - Number of depths in the travel time file.

3. timdph(i), i = 1, numtimdph - Depths (kin).

4. nwntimdst - Number of distances in the travel time file.
5. timdst(j), j = 1, numtinidst - Distances (degrees).

6. tratim(j,i), j = 1, numtimdst and i = 1, numtimdph - Travel times (s).

Site/Station Data. The site/station data define the station parameters (e.g., station
locations, station corrections, station reliability, signal-to-noise ratios required for
detection, etc.) and the local site response and array gain functions. There are two
input file types in this category: the station file and the site response file. The station
file is indexed in the control file. The site response file (for each station and wave) is
indexed in the station file. The station file also indexes the ambient noise and noise
factor files (next section). Tables A.10-A.11 show the format of the site/station input
files. The following list defines each input parameter.

Station File (.sta)

1. title - Title of the station file.

2. dir - Directory for the site response, noise, and noise factor files.

3. tbl.nfc(i), i = 1, 10 - File name for the noise factor (coda decay rate) file.
4. prewav(i), i = 1, 10 - Phase identification of the previous anival (e.g., i = 5 for

Lg and prewav(5) = Sn).

5. numsta - Number of stations in the network.

6. staid(j), j = 1, numsta - Station identification (e.g., ANTO).
7. tbl.noi(j), j = 1, numsta - File name for the ambient noise power spectral density.

8. noisd(j), j = 1, numsta - Standard deviation of the log ambient noise amplitude.
9. stalat(j) stalon(j), j = 1. numsta - Station latitude and longitude.
10. starel(j), j = 1, numsta - Station reliability (:5 1.0).

11. starho(j), j = 1, numsta - Density of the receiver medium (kg/m3).

12. stacor(ij), i 1, 10 and j = 1, m vmta - Station correction to log amplitude.
13. stsigsd(ij), i = 1, 10 and j = 1, numsta - Station-specific standard deviation of

the log signal amplitude.
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Table A.10. Station File

STATION FILE

Syffix: .sta

title
dir
tbl.nfc(1) prewav(1)

tbl.nfc(1O) prewav(JO)
numSta
staid(J) rbl~noi(1) noisd(1)
stalat(1) stalon(1) starel(1)
starho(1)
stacor(1 ,1) stsigsd(1,1) snrth(1,1)

statimsd(i,1) staazsd(1,i) stavel(1,1) tbl.srs(1,l)

stacor(JO,1) stsigsd(lO,1) snrtl(lO,1)
statimsd(1O,1) staazsd(1O,1) stavel(1O,1) tbl.srs(JO,1)

staid(nwnsta) tbl.noi(numsra) noisd(nwnsta)
stalat(numista) stalon(numsta) starel(numsta)
starlo(nwnsra)
stacor(1 !numsta) stsigsd(1 ,numsta) snrth(1 ,numsta)

statimrsd(J ,nwnsta) smauazd(1 ,numsta) stavel(1 ,numista) tbl~srs(J ,numsta)

stacor(1O,nu~nsta) stsigsd(1O,numsta) snrth(1O,numsta)
statimsd(1O,nurnsta) staazsd(1O,numsta) stavel(1O,numsta) tbl.srs(1O,numsta)
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Table A.11. Site Response File

SITE RESPONSE FILE
Suf ix: ,srs

title
numsrs
srsfrq(1) srsamp(J)

srsfrq(numsrs) srsamp(numsrs)
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14. snrth(ij), i = 1, 10 and j = 1, numsta - Signal-to-noise ratio threshold for detec-
tion.

15. statimsd(ij), i = 1, 10 and j = 1, numsta - Station-specific travel time standard
deviation (s).

16 staazsd(ij), i = 1, 10 and j = 1, numsta - Station-specific azimuth standard devi-
ation (degrees)

17. stave.(ij), i = 1, 10 and j = 1, nunsta - Velocity of the receiver medium (in
m/s).

18. tbl.srs(ij), i = 1, 10 and j = 1, numsta - File name for the site response data file.

Site Response File (.srs)

1. title - Title of the site response file.
2. nwmsrs - Number of frequencies in the site response file.

3. srsfrq(i), i = 1, numsrs - Frequency (Hz).

4. srsamp(i), i = 1, numsrs - Log amplitude of the site response.

Noise Data. The noise data define the ambient station noise spectra and coda decay
rates that determine the noise levels for secondary phases (see Section 2). There are
two input file types in this category: the noise file and the noise factor file (coda decay
rate). Both of these files are indexed in the station file. There is a separate ambient
noise file for each station, and a separate noise factor file for each wave type. Tables
A.12-A.13 show the format of the noise input files. The following list defines each
irput parameter.

Ambient Noise File (.noi)

1. title - Title of the ambient noise file.

2. numnoi - Number of frequencies in the awbient noise file.

3. noifrq(i), i = 1, numnoi - Frequency (Hz)
4. noiar,(i), i = 1, numnoi - Log noise power spectral density (nm2IHz.)

Noise Factor File for Secondary Phases (.nfc)

1. title - Title of the noise factor file.

2. numnfc - Number of distances in the noise factor file.

3. nfcdst(i), i = 1, numnfc - Distance (degrees)

4. nffifac(i), i = 1, numnfc - Noise factor (or coda decay rate).
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Table A.12. Ambient Noise File

AMBIENT NOISE FILE
Sufix: .noi

title
numnoi
noifrq(1) noiamp(J)

noifrq(numnoi) noiamp(numnoi)
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Table A.13. Noise Factor File

NOISE FACTOR FILE
Suffix: .nfc

title
1 numnfc

nfcdst(1) nfcfac(1)

nfcdst(numnfc) nfcfac(numnfc)
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OUTPUT DATA

There are two NetSim output files: a graphics file (suffix = ".gra") and a list file (suffix
= ".1st"). These suffixes are appended to the output prefix specified in the control file.
The graphics file is an ASCII file that is read by SnapCon to create contour maps of
the NetSim output (see Section 3). The list file is also an ASCII file and it includes
individual station probabilities, the frequency of the maximum signal-to-noise ratio,
and location importances for each wave, station and epicenter.

Graphics File. The graphics output file contains information from the control file to
identify the run parameters. More importantly, it contains epicenters, detection thres-
holds, probabilities, and location uncertainties that are used as input to SnapCon for
plotting contour maps. Tables A.14 shows the format of the graphics output file.
Most of the parameters in the ".gra" file were described above (control input). Only
parameters not described previously are identified in the following list.

Graphics File (.gra)

1. episize(i), i = 1, numepi - Event size in units specified by sizerype. These are
detection thresholds for a NetSim threshold run.

2. fnetprob(i), i = 1, numepi - Probability of detection for the network.

3. fracloc(i), i = 1, numepi - Fraction of Monte Carlo realizations with sufficient
data to constrain location.

4. smajl(i) and smaj2(i), i = 1, nunepi - Length of the semi-major axis (km) for
prctlo and prcthi, respectively (smajl(i) = smaj2(i) for probability-weighted loca-
tion uncertainties).

5. sminl(i) and smin2(i), i = 1, numepi - Length of the semi-minor axis (km) for
prctlo and prcthi, respectively (sminl(i) = smin2(i) for probability-weighted loca-
tion uncertainties).

6. strkl(i) and strk2(i), i = 1, numepi - Strike of the semi-rminor axis for prctlo and
prcthi, respectively (strkl(i) = strk2(i) for probability-weighted location uncertain-
ties).

7. depthl(i) and dept#2(i), i = 1, numepi - Depth uncertainty (kin) for prctlo and
prcthi, respectively (depthl(i) = depth2(i) for probability-weighted location uncer-
tainties).

List File. The list output file contains detailed information about the detection and
location parameters at each station and for each epicenter. Tables A.15 shows the for-
mat of the list output file. The first page lists the control data for the run. The second
page lists the wave-independent station data, and this is followed by one page of sta-
tion data for each wave used in the NetSim run. After that, there are two pages for
each epicenter. The first of these lists for each wave at the individual stations the pro-
bability of detection, the frequency of the maximum signal-to-noise ratio, and the
amplittide standard deviation. The second page for each epicenter lists for each wave
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Table A.14. Graphics File

GRAPHICS FILE
SqffiX: .lR~a

Title of Run :titke
Date and Tune of Run idale, itime
Control File Name :fle.ca
Epicenter File Name :ji.epi
Source Media File Name :Jflesmd
Source Grid File Name :fdeasgr
Path Media File Name :fikpnd
Path Grid File Name : fderpgr
Station File Name :fdh.sia
Output Prefix outpre
Output Directory o:adir
Input Directory :dir
Run Type :rutype
Sub-run Type subtype
Detection Criteria deterit
Waves to Use m Location :ocwves
Event Size Type sizetype
Event Size evsize
Minimum Event Size :ewvn
Maximum Event Size evnmax
Probability of Detection probdet
Low Probability Cutoff cudo
Regional Distance regdist
Location Confidence Level probloc
Number of Monte Carlo Simulations : mnmrlo
Low % Monte Carlo prcdo
High % Monte Carlo prcthi
Fixed or Free Depth deplthlx
eventdepLh eventdepth
Number of Frequencies nu:mrufrq
Run Frequencies runfrq()

rwmfrq(mnw~rwurq)

mnmsta
staid(1) stalal(l) stalon(1)

slai4-tw a) stala(,unta) stalon(mwsta)
numepi

epila((l) epilon(l) epirize(l) frtprob(!) fra-loc(1)
smaj l(]) sminl(1) surkJ(l) deptMh(])
somi2(l) -dmi2(1) .Irk2(1) depth2(l)

epilat(nwnepi) epilon(ftumepi) episize(rAMpi) fitetprob(nwmpi) fracloc(nwnpi)
smaju(nwmepi) smil(,• u pi) stjrJ(,wpi) depth) (Asepi)
smaj2(nwnpi) smu2(um,,pi) s:rk2(awnpi) dept2(uimepi)
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Table A.IS. List File

LIST FILE (Page )

Title of Run : tid*
Date and Time of Run :ida;e, itime
Control File Name : fde.cmt
Epicenter File Name :Ifae.epi
Source Media File Name :jlejmnd
Source Grid File Name : fdtsgr
Path Media File Name : fIe.pmd
Path Grid File Name :file.pgr
Station File Name :fIe.sta
Output Prefix outpre
Output Directory ouldir
Input Direc•ory dir
Run Type :runtype
Sub-nm Type subtype
Detection Curiteia deterit
Waves to Use in Location :ocwaves
Event Size Type sizetype
Event Size evsize
Minimum Event Size evwnRI
Maximum Event Size ew:lar
Probability of Detection probdet
Low Probability Cutoff cutlo
Regional Distance regdisl
Location Confidence Level probloc
Number of Monte Carlo Simulations :umuicar/o
Low % Monte Carlo prcdo
High % Monte Carlo prcthi
Fixed or Free Depth depthfix
evenutdept even:depth
Number of Frequencies mumvwfrq
Run Frequencies rnfrq(1)

rvnrq(numrwwfrq)

LI1ST FILE (Page 2)
sugx: lit

STATION DATA

STATION FILE DIRECTORY: sjadir

NOISE AMBIENT-NOISE
I IDENT LAT. LONG. RELIAB. DENSITY SD TABLE

iua staid stlat stalon S ! "tarho j ow tblnoi
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LIST FILE (Pages 3-X)
suix: Jst

STATION TABLE (*uvernme -WAVE)

STATION S/N WAVE SIGNAL TIME AZIMUTH SITE RESPONSE
I IDENT CORRECTION RATIO VELOCITY SD SD SD TABLE

istla staid stacor snrlh stavel stsiesd s1at mud staaud Sbblsrs

LIST FILE (Page X+I)
Suffix: 1st

EPICENTER sepi LAT= epilat LONG=- epilon

EVENT SIZE :ptisis NEiWORK PROBABILITY (%) :isetprob
NUM, OF ITERATIONS numiter ITER. BOUNDS EXCEEDED outbound
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (LO) smajlo SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (Hi) :smajhi
SEMI-MINOR AXIS (LO) smi:do SEMI-MINOR AXIS (HI) sminhi
STRIKE (LO) strkio STRIKE (I1) strkhi
DEPTH-INTERVAL (LO) depthio DEPTH-INTERVAL (HI) dept/hi
MONTE CARLO FRACTION fracloc

wavename -WAVE
ANG. STATION FREQ. OF AMPL

STATION DIST AZM PROB. MAX. SIN ATrEN.SD

ista staid stadist slamm slaprob frqma ampd

ST FILE (Page X+2)
Sad~x.- ist

EPICENTER iepi LAT= epilao LONG= epilon

wavwname -WAVE
ANG. EPICENTER DEPTH

STATION DIST AZM AX-7D AZSD IMPORT. IMPORT.

ist said stadist uttamm imsd and epiiun depthinip
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at each station the arrival time and azimuth standard deviations, and the epicenter and
depth importances (see Ciervo et al., 1985).
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